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Objective: Our body needs to move to keep us being able to make an adaptive respond to information that our body receives from the environment and keep engage with the environment. The same thing happens with children. They also need to fulfill their body with movement to make their body aware, so they can maintain their attention while doing their activities including classroom activities. The purpose of this study is to find out the effects of Physical Exercise (PE) on attention span of children with developmental need during table top activities in classroom.

Methods: This case study has been done in one of mainstream preschool in Jakarta with random sampling subjects and questionnaire methods. The subjects are children with developmental needs in kindergarten with age 5-6 years old. These children's get physical exercises from a physiotherapist (in collaboration with classroom teacher) for + 10 minutes after one hour class activities. Result: After 4 weeks, children have prolonged attention span duration for table top activities and they also have better engagement during class session.
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**Challenging myths What is the difference between teaching children social behaviours and telling children the social behaviours? How are the differences translated in child outcomes?**
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Early years educators across six Catholic early years schools in Singapore embarked on a journey of discovery, examining two questions: What is the difference between teaching children social behaviours and telling children social behaviour?; How are the differences translated in child outcomes? Educators were introduced to four socialization styles and the child outcomes associated with these styles: authoritarian, permissive, training, and authoritative. The authoritarian paradigm, based on external control, sees the child as an empty vessel, promoting unquestioned compliance, and stimulus-response thinking. Whilst authoritarian styles are teacher centered, the opposite is extreme leniency associated with an overly child centered permissive approach. Rarely are there social rules or behaviour expectations, with children making their own decisions and acting on them in any way they please. Training combines reasoning with punishment. Expecting immediate compliance, this style prioritizes obedience, respecting elders, honouring the family, emotional self-control, humility, and achievement. The fourth socialization style is the authoritative model of socialization. Social behaviours are clearly defined, respectfully and intentionally taught. Mistakes in behaviour are regarded as a necessary part of lifelong teaching and learning. Environment processes and instructional factors associated with the authoritative style of teaching were translated into everyday social practices. Through this process, educators continued building their capacity for teaching and guiding young children's social behaviors. It is this paradigm and these tactics that are presented in this workshop.